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The Rift is a 3x5 reel slot with scattered Bonus symbols and Wild symbols 

that turns into Sticky Wilds in the Rift spin feature and in the Bonus game. 

The highest paying symbol, the book, pays 30 times your bet if you get 5 of 

them in a single pay line.

The Rift

A mysterious rift has appeared in a murky back alley of 
a town, feeding on all the worlds magical artifacts.
Can you collect them before they are sucked through? 

The Rift is an action packed game filled with visual effects, dark symbolism, 
immersive music and powerful Sticky Wilds symbols. It draws inspiration from 
horror fiction in which stories are told of great entities beyond man’s compre-
hension, threatening to envelop our world in madness and darkness.

Features
Bonus game with Free Spins
Rift Spin
Sticky Wilds
Trigger additional Free Spins

The Rift is eating all the dark artifacts of the earth. Take your 
chance to catch them for yourself.

Understanding the game

The Rift symbol is a scatter symbol 2 Rift symbols = 1 Rift spin 3+ Rift symbols = Bonus game

Rift spin
Two scatters gives a Rift spin.
The Rift spin is a respin with 1-3 randomly added Sticky 
Wilds.

Bonus game
The Rift seal is activated and advanced one step for each 
scatter collected. Every 3 steps advanced until the seal 
is filled, gives; 1 extra randomly placed Sticky Wild & +2 
Free spins.

Sticky Wilds
Sticky Wilds are Wild symbols which lock on to their po-
sition and stay sticky until they become part of an active 
pay line or when either the bonus game or Rift spin ends.

Wild symbol Sticky Wild symbol

A delayed win leads to greater rewards

Summary
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Game Science

Good combinations of high win symbols and Wild symbols lead to BIG WINS. 
Max exposure = €81 500 with a bet of €100.

As players play the bonus game, many will want to get 
as many Sticky Wilds as possible to fill the screen with 
before getting a win. While in most games, a player 
will always hope for a win, in The Rift the player might 
instead hope for a non-win to save their Sticky Wilds 
for a later and bigger win.
A delayed win leads to greater rewards.

In this bonus game, a nice number of Sticky Wilds have been placed on the 
right, just waiting to be part of large winning combinations. 

Game Pulse

Excitement - 6 Endurance - 4 Session Volatility - 5

Excitement - Frequency of exciting events
Endurance - Number of rounds for money
Session Volatility - Difference in RTP from one session to another
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A delayed win leads to greater rewards

The Rush
The Feature Progression of the Bonus Game 
In the bonus game, the player will be rewarded with an 
increasing amount of Sticky Wilds the more scatter symbols 
he gets. Every scatter symbol won will unlock 1 of 9 steps on 
the Rift seal visible in the background. Starting from the 3rd 
step, every spin will start with at least one Sticky Wild being 
placed on the reels.

Gameround  Bet multiplier  Hit freq. 
Big win   15-50   1 in 121 
Mega win   50-100   1 in 501 
Ultra win   100+   1 in 1267
Default min/max bet €   0.10 / 100
Min Free round cost €  0.10

Hit freq. features    
Rift spin   1 in 34
Bonus game/Free spins 1 in 127

RTP 
Base game   46.6%
Rift spin   14.8%
Bonus game  34.9%
Total   96.3%  

Hit freq. = 27.0%  Pay lines = 17  Game ID: tk-s1-g1
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